Sea Sailing
Duckling, Little Bear, Monkey and White Goose were good friends.
One day, they went sailing on the sea in a sailboat.
How happy they were! Sea birds flying over said hello to them; Flying Fish jumped high over the water in greeting.
Bang! Their boat bumped into a rock. Duckling jumped into the water and swam for his life.
“Hurry, get back! Duckling,” they shouted. But Duckling swam forward without turning his head.
Everyone was sad after Duckling went away, but they set about fixing the boat.
After repairing the boat, Little Bear volunteered, “I’ll operate the rudder.” “I can pull the sail,” said White Goose. Monkey climbed the mast and said, “I’ll keep watch.”
Suddenly, Monkey cried out from the top of the mast, “Look, what’s that?”
“Dear me, a crocodile is after Duckling.”
"We must rescue Duckling as soon as we can."
Duckling returned to the boat.
Duckling looked at his friends and said with embarrassment, "I'll never leave you again."
As they resumed their journey, Monkey saw dark clouds gathering in the sky.
"A storm is coming, we must get ready," Monkey warned his little friends on the boat.
Duckling and White Goose lowered the sail immediately. Little Bear and Monkey operated the rudder steadily.
The boat was tossing about on the waves.
“Are you afraid of the storm?” asked White Goose. “No, since I’m with all of you, I have nothing to be afraid of,” said Duckling.
At last, they came out of the storm and were on their way back home again.
DUCKLING and his friends go sailing on the sea in a boat. On the way, the sailboat bumps into a rock. Duckling jumps into the water and swims for his life. His friends repair the boat. At the critical moment they see a crocodile coming after Duckling and rescue him. A storm comes up, but with concerted efforts they come out of the storm safely and are on their way back home again.
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